MY FAVORITE
Leather Collection

BROADWAY

CONTENT: EUROPEAN BOVINE HIDES
ORIGIN: CENTRAL EUROPE
HIDE SIZE: 50 – 60 FT² (4.6 – 5.6 M²)
THICKNESS: 1.1 – 1.3 MM
TYPE: PURE ANILINE
CUSTOM: CUSTOM COLORS AVAILABLE >300M²

SPECIAL SERVICES
AVAILABLE SERVICES DISPLAYED IN LEATHER GUIDE.
Broadway has a transparent and clear finish and is lightly polished. This way the characteristics of nature like tics, growing lines and insect bites stay visible. This durable leather is vegetable tanned, which gives the leather the so called ‘round hand’. The leather is vacuumed to compact the fibers and achieve a very tight grain structure, a pleasant feature of the West European bovine hides.